Week 8 - 1.3.21
Year 4 Weekly Home Tasks

Ongoing Practice -

Reading Eggs - https://readingeggs.co.uk/
Input - read the book Sea Life on Reading Eggs
Task - then complete the questions. Turn in your work once it has been
completed. Due back Friday 5th March
Doodle English - https://students.doodleenglish.com/
Task - Login and then complete the work in Extras. Remember to try
and stay in the Green Zone.
Standard English vs local spoken English for verbs
"Recognising Standard English and local spoken English verbs that are
often confused; was/were, who/what, them/those, have/of,
much/many."
Doodle Spell - https://students.doodleenglish.com/spell
Task - learn your spellings and complete the set Extras. Remember to
stay in the Green Zone.
Equator
Rainfall
Amazon
Kapok
Endangered
Sustainable
temperate
Doodle Math - https://students.doodlemaths.com/
Task - learn your spellings and complete the set Extras. Remember to
stay in the Green Zone.
Calculating area (by counting squares)
Find the areas of rectilinear shapes by counting squares, and using the
appropriate unit.

Maths
Daily lessons will be uploaded to Google Classroom at 9 am.
These will have full instructions and resources provided.
Children will need to complete the work assigned and turn it in when it has been completed.
Times Tables Rockstars https://play.ttrockstars.com/

Monday
LI: We are learning to recall and
apply our knowledge of our times
tables
Key Vocabulary

Input - log into TTRS
Task 1: Complete games in TTRS
garage. Complete grid on Google
Docs once completed games.

Multiplication
Factors
Factor pairs
Configurations
Investigations

Task 2: complete the investigation
Called Shape Times Tables . The
coloured shapes stand for eleven
of the numbers from 0 to 12. Each
shape is a different number

Key Questions
Where might you start? Why?
Now that we know that shape,
how will that help?
What does that tell us? How do
we know?
How are you keeping track of
what you have done?
Tuesday
LI: We are learning to
understand how to make
rectilinear shapes using a
given number of squares.
Key Vocabulary
Shape
Rectilinear
Corners
Face
Measure
Count
area

Input: Watch the videos which will
explain the lesson.
Task: Complete questions on
Google docs. Hand in once you
have completed.Remember to
show working out. If you are
unable to write on the Google Doc,
work out your answers on a piece
of paper and upload a picture to
Google Classroom.

Key questions
If you turn Ron’s shapes upside
down, do they stay the same or
are they different?
Should you overlap the squares
when counting areas? Explain
your answer.
How many different rectilinear
shapes can you make with 8
squares? Will the area always be
the same? Why?
Wednesday
LI: We are learning to compare
the area of rectilinear shapes
where the same size square has
been used.

Input: Watch the video attached
and make note of the new words
in this unit.
Task: Complete questions on
Google docs. Hand in once you

Key Vocabulary
Shape
Rectilinear
Corners
Face
Measure
Count
Compare
area

have completed. Remember to
show working out. If you are
unable to write on the Google Doc,
work out your answers on a piece
of paper and upload a picture to
Google Classroom.

Key questions
How much larger/smaller is the
area of the shape? How can we
order the shapes?
Can we draw a shape that would
have the same area as ____?
What is different about the
number of squares covered by
shape A?
Thursday
LI: we are learning to solve
mathematical problems

In this lesson you will be
completing some World Book Day
maths activities.

Key Vocabulary
Solve
Problems
4 operations
Methods

Input: you will need to watch the
video to explain the lesson.
Task: complete the activity in your
google doc.

Friday
LI: We are learning to apply our
knowledge of area and
perimeter when investigating
rectilinear shapes.
Key Vocabulary
Shape
Rectilinear
Corners
Face
Measure
Count
Compare
area
Key questions
How many squares are there in a
row that is complete?
How many rows are there
altogether whether they are
complete or not?

Input:  we will watch the input
video and complete the thinking
questions in them.
Can we help Jason solve this
mystery?
How can we use a table to record
our results?

Task: Complete questions on
Google docs. Hand in once you
have completed.Remember to
show working out. If you are
unable to write on the Google Doc,
work out your answers on a piece
of paper and upload a picture to
Google Classroom.

English
Daily lessons will be uploaded to Google Classroom at 9 am.
These will have full instructions and resources will be provided.
Children will need to complete the work assigned and turn it in when it has been completed.
Monday
LI: We are learning to identify
the features of a persuasive
formal letter

Input - Watch video powerpoint
Task 1- Identify and highlight the
features of a persuasive formal
letter.

Key vocabulary
Persuasive
Features
Repetition
Rhetorical questions
Emotive language
Key Questions
What are the features of a formal
letter?
What do you need to include in
persuasive writing?
Tuesday

Input - Watch the powerpoint

LI: We are learning to identify
persuasive writing in The Great
Kapok Tree.
Key vocabulary
Habitats
Persuasive
Skimming
Scanning

video and read pages 5-23 with
your teacher.
Task - Read pages 5-23. You will
be using skills of skimming and
scanning to find evidence of
persuasive language.
Challenge: Choose a different
animal and give reasons why the
tree shouldnt be cut.

Key Questions
Why do the animals not want the
tree to be cut?
Do you think the tree should be
cut?

Wednesday
LI: We are learning to write a
diary entry from the
perspective of a character.
Key Vocabulary
Diary entry
Features
Chronological
Events
Feelings

Key Questions
What features of a diary entry can
you remember?

Input - Watch powerpoint video
and read pages 25-31 with your
teacher.
Task: At the end of the story the
sleeping man goes home and
writes a diary. You are going to be
writing a diary entry from the
sleeping man's perspective.
Think about the events that have
happened during his day and how
he might be feeling when he's got
home.

Thursday
LI:We are learning to create a
story box for our favourite
story book. (World Book Day
Activity)
Key Vocabulary
Mystery
Fiction

Input: Watch powerpoint video
Task: Create a story box for your
favourite story. You can be as
creative as you like, use paints,
colouring pencils, straw, feathers..
Anything you can think of to make
your story box.

Key Questions
What is your favourite book and
why?
Which part of the book is most
memorable and why?

Friday
LI:We are learning to use box
up planning to write a draft of
our persuasive letters
Key Vocabulary
Persuasive
Features
Repetition
Rhetorical questions
Emotive language
Key Questions
Why do you think the tree should
not be cut down?

Input - Watch the powerpoint
video.
Task - You are going to be writing
a letter persuading Mr Robbinson
not to cut the tree down.
Remember to use persuasive
writing and features of a formal
letter.

Reading Have you read your books on
Bug Club? To be handed in at
the end of this week.

LI: We are learning to read and
respond to comprehension
questions
This week you will be allocated a
book to read and answer
questions on a book in Bug Club.
You will need to log in and read
the book as usual, answering the
bug questions and then answer
the questions given on Google
Docs. Once you have completed
this, you will need to work on the
longer writing task.
The standard of this work will
need to be the same as what
you produce in school in your
purple task books.

Log in to book club and find the
books below (they should already
be allocated)
1. Read the book
2. On google docs answer the
questions - giving evidence
from the book to support
your answer.
3. Complete the written task
underneath your questions.
4. Return the completed task.
Purple Group - Catch up with
previous reading tasks please.
These are now overdue.
Orange Group - How do they
make costumes?

Green Group - How to be an
Explorer

Blue Group - Washed Up.

Topic - The Rainforest

LI: We are learning to identify
how animals in the rainforest
adapt to survive.
Key Vocabulary
Habitat, Survive, canopy. Tree
layers,

Input: In this lesson, you are
going to explain how animals adapt
to living in the rainforest?
Identify and Investigate the
different layers of a rainforest and
the animals and plants which live
in them.
Read through the PPT.

Key Questions
Which animals have adapted to
have in the rainforest?

Task:
Research and create a fact file
about an animal of your choice
which lives in the rainforest. What
is able to survive?

I Wish My Teacher Knew

LI: we are learning to identify
what we would like to share
with our teacher.

Article of the week

Task: complete your ‘I wish my
teacher knew’ activity as honest as
you can.

Input:. Read through the PPT and
think about the question in it.

Key Vocabulary
Media, harm, information,
government, classifications
Key Questions
What does reliable information
mean?
What measures are in place to
protect us from harmful
information?
RE - Judaism

Input: watch the video to introduce
the lesson.

LI: we are learning to
understand that Jews believe
keeping Kashrut (food laws)
helps show God they value
their special relationship with
Him.
Key vocabulary
Passover
God
Forbidden
Give up
Relationship
Kashrut

Task: Government and other
adults must make sure that
children are protected from harmful
information. Films and computer
games all have different
classifications. How many different
categories of classifications can
you find?

Input - Read through the
powerpoint. In this lesson we are
going to discuss giving up our
favourite foods for god.
Task: complete the activity in
google docs. Design a menu for a
jewish family meal.

Key Question
How important is it for Jewish
people to do what God asks them
to do?
Spanish - Mi Casa

LI: We are learning in Spanish
the essential elements that all
plants and animals need to
survive.
Key Vocabulary
Los Hábitats
Los animales y las plantas
necesitan..
Refugio
Comida
Aire
Sol
Agua

Input - In this lesson we will be
moving onto our next Spanish topic
'Habitats'.
login to https://www.languageangels.co
m/homeschool/
Login - Wellin2007
Password - lahome
Go to Unit 12: Habitats
Click on to Lesson 1.
Listen to the interactive lesson and
practise saying the essential
elements that all plants and
animals need to survive
Task 1: Complete listening and
reading tasks in Google classroom.
Task 2: play games in the arcade

Fun activities / wellbeing

Shake up an Amazon Smoothie
Part 1 - you are to create an indoor/outdoor obstacle course to
complete using equipment you have at home. Make it fun.

Part 2 - to reward yourself make an amazon smoothie using delicious
fruits and vegetables.
Take a picture or a video of your obstacle course and smoothie and
upload it to your google classroom.

